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THE BG NEWS

A CHANCE TO TALK

Discussion about taboo topics at The
Common Good on Crim Street happens
each Sunday afternoon. For more information
about what they discussed during the meeting
yesterday, check out BGNews.com.

ESTABLISHED 1920 | An independent student press serving the campus and surrounding community
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theWRIGHTfit
Van Wright shows support for the University by wearing BG attire, recruiting

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Capital projects to be
$13 million approved
by Board of Trustees

Planned renovations have potential in increasing enrollment
By Eric Lagatta
Campus Editor

By Hannah Benson
Reporter

As well as being known as the man on campus with 24 pairs of orange
shoes, Van Wright, assistant to the vice president for enrollment management, is involved in student affairs, student activities, student athletics and
alumni affairs.
“Unless the snow is really deep, I’m wearing orange shoes every day
because I’m proud of my school, and in my business, when you’re 57 years old,
talking to a lot of 17-year-olds, you have to be memorable,” Wright said.
Wright said his main goal is to “recruit, retain and connect students to move
the University forward.”
“We do that one student at a time,” Wright said. “Every student is valuable
and has their own mark on the University. If we accept them and they choose
to come here, they’re a Falcon.”
Wright grew up in Bowling Green and said he was around the University a lot
during his childhood for various reasons.
He decided to attend Bowling Green because it seemed like the right fit, he
said. As a student, Wright said he gained valuable experience for his job today by
working as a campus tour guide and learning how to listen to what students and
families are looking for.
During his time at the University, Wright also met his wife, Tracey Stroh.
Tracey said the couple met in a creative writing class during their
freshman year.
Not only does the couple love Bowling Green, but Tracey
said both she and Wright have a desire to help young
people.
Wright said his love for the University grew from
attending sports events at the University as a child
with his father.
Cal Bowers, director of corporate and foundation relations at the University and former
University football player, said this support
from Wright was evident.
WANT MORE?
“Van was a very vocal supporter of BGSU
and a lot of the times when I would come to
Check out extended story about
the sidelines, I would be like ‘Who is this
Wright at BGNews.com.
guy yelling back here?’” Bowers said.
“I liked his style ‘cause he was on my
HOW MANY SHOES DO YOU OWN?
side.”
Despite not living in the area
Van Wright owns 24 pairs of orange shoes. “Unless
since 1977, Wright said having
the snow is really deep, I’m wearing orange shoes
roots in Bowling Green helped
every day ... When you’re 57 years old, talking to a lot
bring him back to the community personally and profesof 17-year-olds, you have to be memorable.”
sionally in September 2005.
After volunteering on
the Alumni Board of
Directors for five years,
Wright said he made
the decision to sell his
business and knew
quickly what he
wanted to do next.
“It took no time
to decide what I

See WRIGHT | Page 6

SAM RAYBURN | THE BG NEWS

VAN WRIGHT speaks to perspective students about coming to the University as they tour the campus.

New projects to start
soon, volunteers needed
Habitat for Humanity’s next project to build home for single mom
By Kristen Tomins
Reporter

Habitat for Humanity of Wood
County is beginning their first project
of the year and is seeking volunteers.
The project’s main purpose is to
build a new home for the Wittenmeyer
family, a single mother and her two
children in Bradner, Ohio. Executive
Director Jennifer Kephart said the
organization plans to break ground
in April.
She said in past projects, the
University has always been supportive and that there are many student
and faculty volunteers willing to help.

MAC’S BEST

“We would 100 percent love to
participate with more volunteers,”
Kephart said.
There are many tasks outside of
construction and building that students can take part in, including
writing thank-you cards to donors,
organizing food deliveries for builders, cleaning and painting, she said.
Since she was a freshman, Lindsay
Balster, president of the University
chapter of Habitat for Humanity, has
been involved with the organization.
“I always have a permanent home

Women’s basketball defeated the University
of New York of Buffalo Saturday afternoon.
With the win, the Falcons have guaranteed
themselves no worse than the fourth seed in
the MAC tournament. | PAGE 3

See HABITAT | Page 6

The Board of Trustees gave the goahead to $13.8 million in construction projects to commence within
the year.
Greenlighted by the board at
its Friday meeting is $12.2 million in renovations to the College
of Health and Human Services, as
well as $1.6 million in architecture
and engineering improvements to
Moseley Hall.
The Student Health Center used
to be located in the same building
as the College of Health and Human
Services, but moved to the Falcon
Health Center this past summer. This
move opened up additional space
for Health and Human Services to
expand, said Chief Financial Officer
Sheri Stoll.
Planned renovations include
replacements to mechanical systems
and improvement to the interior.
State funds are estimated to
pay for $9.2 million of the project,
Stoll said.
The $1.6 million approved for
Moseley is just part of a $23.2 million renovation plan. The entire plan
includes gutting Moseley to add interdisciplinary labs and classrooms for
biology, chemistry and anatomy, as
well as other STEM subjects.
Stoll will seek approval for the
additional $21.6 million needed for
the project at a future board meeting.
As of now, she said, her team hasn’t
planned sufficiently to present the
proposal.
“We still have some work ahead of
us until we can confidently present
the full scope,” Stoll told the board.
The completion date is targeted for
fall 2016.
The board also approved a master’s degree in Applied Geospatial
Sciences, which will be offered
through the School of Earth,
Environment and Society. The program will focus on the use of geospatial tools for solving problems in the
natural and social sciences, with an
emphasis on energy.
“I think that has great potential
in terms of future enrollment,” said
University President Mary Ellen
Mazey during the meeting.
The Aviation Studies program
will also see an update, as the board
authorized a partnership between
the aviation program and North Star

Aviation, Inc.
The partnership charged North
Star Aviation with providing flight
instruction to aviation students.
North Star will operate and own the
training department at the Bowling
Green Flight Center.
In addition, the Flight Center will
build a new hangar and classroom
space. The University will continue
to oversee the program.
“We will now have students
getting degrees that are in high
demand,” Mazey said of the change
to Aviation Studies and the new
master’s degree.
The board also authorized the
University to patent a method
for 3-D ceramic printing and sell
it for commercial purposes, since
University professors contributed to
its creation.
University professor in the School
of Art John Balistreri and his colleagues contributed to this invention. The process allows for the
preparation of a ceramic article
to a desired shape by the use of a
computer-driven device that obtains
digital data and deposits layers of
relevant ceramic materials.
The on-campus residency requirement will also change to accommodate transfer students. The revised
policy makes the requirements to live
in residence halls more lenient. For
example, it lowers the age requirement from 23 to 20.
The changes better align the
University with peer institutions, said
Jill Carr, vice president for Student
Affairs, as she addressed the board.
“We do not feel this will negatively
impact our housing in terms of occupancy,” Carr said. “We firmly believe
a two-year on-campus experience [is
important].”
The meeting was at Firelands,
the University’s branch campus in
Huron, Ohio. One board meeting is
hosted there each year.
Board members all thanked
Firelands for hosting the meetings
during remarks.
“We do always enjoy coming to
Firelands for our meetings,” said
Board Chair Debra Ryan.
The visit was Mazey’s 13th to the
branch, she said.
“It feels like home,” she said in closing remarks.
The next meeting is May 9 on the
third floor of the Union.

This was printed on BGNews.com on Friday, Feb. 21.

New renovations to improve campus for future
Demolishing non cost-effective buildings, hoping for new look

By Alex Traczyk
Reporter

The University has already started
its transition into its new $500 million look.
Centennial Hall and Falcon
Heights were just the beginning of
the campus restructuring happening until Fall 2016.
From old buildings being demolished to new buildings being constructed, the campus will have a
completely different view to it.
Steve Krakoff, vice president
of Capital Planning and Campus
Operations, is responsible for the
implementation of the Master Plan.
“The Master Plan represents
the physical transformation of the
University,” Krakoff said. “It was

OLD BUILDINGS

created to essentially transform the
physical environment and make
it one that supports teaching and
learning in the best possible way.”
Buildings such as Hanna, Moseley,
University and South Halls are being
renovated. Renovations are also
happening to north campus, which
includes Eppler, Olscamp and the
Business Administration buildings.
“We will be renovating the College
of Health and Human Services significantly to modernize the building
and prepare it for the growth that it is
currently experiencing, and what we
expect to continue to grow over the
years,” he said.
Krakoff said old buildings that
are no longer cost-effective will
be demolished. West Hall and the
Education Building are some of

Assistant Photographer Alyssa Benes
talks about her love of historical
buildings and what she thinks about
what the University is doing to old
campus. | PAGE 4

those buildings.
The campus will have a whole
new look by the time Krakoff and his
teams are done with their projects
in what he estimated to be as long as
seven years.
“The look and feel to campus
will be an entirely different kind of
campus than the one that alumni
probably attended when they were
students, but it will all be positive,”
Krakoff said.
The cost for the academic core
projects, the Traditions Buildings,
the north academic core and the
new College of Business is expected
to total $200 million, Krakoff said.
“When you add Greek Housing,

See MASTER | Page 6

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PAIR OF SHOES? WHY?
“Flip Flops. They let my feet breathe
and I wear them in all seasons.”
Joey Rosace
Junior, Accounting
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Complainant reported that an
unknown person keyed the driver
side door of a vehicle within the
2100 block of E. Wooster St.
Damage estimated at $250.

CORRECTION
POLICY

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
complete blotter list.

CITY brief

Public Works exceeds overtime
budget

The Bowling Green Public Works
Division has surpassed its overtime budget
by roughly $11,000.
The division originally had $48,742 in
its overtime budget for the whole year,
but has spent closer to $60,000 in less
than two months, said Brian Bushong, city
finance director.
As of now, Bushong is uncertain how the
division will adjust its budget to fill the gap. This
was printed on BGNews.com on Friday, Feb. 21.

Non-smoking
Buildings Available

DJ MANNY &

Know before you go: January inspections

Editor’s Note: Know Before You Go is a monthly series The BG
News publishes with data from health inspection reports for city
restaurants and food providers. The chart below lists the five restaurants with the most violations during health inspection. It lists
the name, address, inspection type, number of violations and the
inspectors comments in the report.
The inspection type varies from standard to follow-up to complaint. A restaurant receives a standard inspection roughly two
times a year. If something is wrong, they will receive a critical or

non-critical violation. A critical violation pertains to issues that
aren’t safe practices, such as improper food temperatures or
improper storage of poisonous chemicals. A non-critical violation pertains to matters such as cleanliness of kitchen or poor
conditions of equipment.
After an inspector finds violations, they are usually corrected
on the spot or a follow-up will be conducted a few days or
weeks later depending on the violation.
If a business repeats critical violations, it meets with the health

district to correct the problem. If it still repeats the violation, it
could eventually lose its food license.
At the beginning of each month, look for graphs which list
the three restaurants with no violations and the three with the
most violations for the previous month.
*The information in today’s graph is for the month of January
and provided by the Wood County Health District.
*Explanation taken from past interviews with the Wood
County Health District.

5 restaurants and food providers with LEAST violations in JANUARY
Corner Grill, 200 N. Main St.
Mr. Spots, 206 N. Main St.
Stimmel’s Market, 1220 W. Wooster St.
Taco Bell, 320 E. Wooster St.
Wendy’s, 1504 E. Wooster St.

Check for an extended report on
BGNews.com.

Restaurants with most violations in January

Restaurant
Casa Fiesta

Address

Inspection type Violations

1544 E. Wooster St.

Standard

21 (See full list at Critical: 10
BGNews.com)
-The person in charge was unable to demonstrate proper knowledge of food safety and
prevention.
-There was no sanitizer in the dishwashing machine.
-Large container of hot salsa was found cooling on the counter in food prep area; it should be
thawed in ice container.
-Pork and rice found below required temperature on steam table. Corrected during inspection.
-Ready-to-eat foods in walk-in cooler were not marked with the date to be consumed or
discarded by. Repeat observation.
-Pop nozzles were found to have black build-up. Corrected during inspection.
-Dishwasher was not operating at time of inspection.
-Food was thawing in sink without air gap to prevent contamination.
-Paper towel dispensers at all handwashing stations were empty at beginning of inspection.
Corrected during inspection.

Quarters Bar &
Grill

1234 N. Main St.

Standard

7

Critical: 3
-Employee prepared/handled a sandwich without gloves. Corrected during inspection.
-Thermometers in food prep area were not functioning properly.
-Numerous foods found in walk-in cooler without datemarking. Corrected during inspection.
Non Critical: 4
-Person in charge did not have Level One certification in food protection.
-Numerous pieces of equipment were found with build-up of food particles.
-The floors and walls were found to have build-up of food particles throughout food prep and
dishwashing area.
-Dishwasher area has numerous pieces of equipment that are no longer used or necessary.

Stone’s Throw

176 E. Wooster St.

Standard

6

Critical: 3
-Observed improper reheating of food for hot holding.
-TCS food were not being held at proper temperatures; tomatoes, garlic, cheese, coleslaw.
-There is no test kit available for measuring concentration of sanitizer.
Non critical: 3
-Walk-in freezer condensate is dripping onto boxes of food.
-Waitress serving refrigerator did not contain thermometer.
-Need to clean dust from fan grills in walk-in cooler and freezer.

1 +2 BR
Apartments Available
Minutes from BGSU
Pet Friendly Community
Utilities Included
Resonably Priced

10 pm til 2:30 am

MEAGHAN MICK
ov
18 & Up H 21 &
of the Morning Rush Show
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net H facebook.com/clazel

H

127 N. Main St., Bowling Green, Ohio

BLOTTER

FRI & SAT NIGHTS

FREE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
NOW AVAILABLE!

419-352-6335

Inspector observations

1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.353.5800
www.meccabg.com
info@meccabg.com

Merry House | 310 E. Merry
1 & 2 Bedrooms
Close to Campus
Starting at
412/mo + Utilities

White Castle | 610 N. Main
One 3 Bedrooms
Four 1 Bedrooms
Starting at
4127/mo + Utilities

Avery House | 326 N. Main
1 Bedroom
& Multiple Studios
Close to Downtown

Foxwood Manor | 839 7th St.
1 Bedroom
Dishwasher
Disposals
Laundy on Site

We have a wide variety of complexes and houses including 1, 2 and 3
bedrooms. Some include a washer and dryer and others have laundry on site.
The University shuttle is close to most of our apartments and many
are close to downtown and within walking distance to campus.

SPORTS
Gymnastics
team
thrives in all
events
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Staying on Track

Falcons are one win away
from capturing the MAC
Championship
By Grant Crawford
Reporter

The Anderson Arena crowd came
alive on Feb. 23 as they energized the
BG gymnastics on senior night.
The team got back to their winning ways this weekend and thrived
in all four apparatuses on the way
to a 194.825 to 193.075 victory over
Northern Illinois.
The Falcons entered the competition on a three meet losing streak,
not having won an outright meet
since Jan. 31 when they beat Ball
State on the road in Muncie, Ind.
They picked up a win, though, as
they improve their record to 7-5 (4-1)
overall in the conference to keep
their Mid-American Conference regular season title hopes alive while
grabbing the most wins since the
2002 season.
BG looks to continue this momentum throughout the rest of the season
as they started and finished strong
in their meet against the Huskies,
which is something that they have
recently been struggling with.
“Our bars were better this week;
we are getting there. Beam was really
solid and then floor they just really
brought it home,” head coach Kerrie
Turner said. “I think the energy of
that home crowd made such a difference … very exciting.”
The entire meet was neck
and neck as the Falcons and the
Huskies battled back and forth,
exchanging leads.
But the Falcons pulled away during the second half of the meet as
they dominated both the balance
beam and floor exercises with every
gymnast posting a 9.600 or better on
the two events.
On beam, Alyssa Nocella led the
way with a 9.800 along with four
other Falcons who posted a 9.700 or
better on the event. In addition to the
floor exercise where Harrington got a

sam rayburn | THE BG NEWS

Jillian Halfhill drives past an Eastern Michigan University defender in a game earlier this season on Jan. 23, 2014 that the Falcons won 71-57. The Falcons are now 23-3 on the and 13-1 in the MAC.

Falcons clinch a seed no worse than fourth and a bye into the third round for the MAC Tournament
By Tara Jones
Assistant Sports Editor

In a game with 18 lead changes, the Falcons rallied late to capture a win in Buffalo Saturday.
BG defeated the Bulls by a score of 73-63.
With the win, the Falcons advanced to 23-3 overall and 13-1 in the Mid-American Conference. BG also secured no worse than a fourth seed in
the MAC tournament with the win, and will earn a double-bye straight into the third round of the tournament.
Rogers finished with a game-high 25 points and redshirt sophomore Erica Donovan added 24. Senior Jillian Halfhill rounded out BG’s doubledigit scorers with 13 points.
The Falcons claimed the final lead change of the game with a Rogers jumper, giving BG a 58-57 lead in the final four minutes. The bucket sparked
an 11-0 run for the Falcons.
BG head coach Jennifer Roos said Buffalo had the lead as late as four minutes to go, but the Falcons retaliated by making 12 free throws from the
1:45 mark on. As a whole, the Falcons finished 70.8 percent on 17-of-24 from the charity stripe.
The Falcons went 23-of-48 from the field for 47.9 percent and made 10 of 25 attempts from three-point range for 40 percent. The Bulls finished
41.7 percent on 25-of-60 from the field and made just 4-of-21 for 19 percent from behind the arc.
Buffalo out-rebounded the Falcons 34-32, just the third time all year that BG had pulled down fewer boards against an opponent.
Roos said that Buffalo has always proven to be a difficult environment for the Falcons to play in, despite BG capturing the last 20 meetings with
the Bulls.
“I’ve been involved with Bowling Green basketball since 2001, and I have never been to Buffalo and it’s been an easy win,” Roos said.
Throughout the season, the Falcons have had six different leading scorers and 5 different leading rebounders from only nine healthy bodies on
the roster. As a whole, Roos said that her team has made “significant strides” since the last Buffalo game earlier this season.
“A lot of people have stepped up,” Roos said. “People are making contributions. If they’re not making contributions on the offensive end, they’re
making contributions on the defensive end and they are really sticking together.”
The Falcons will return to action at the Stroh Center for two consecutive home games. First, BG will face Kent State on Feb. 27. Then, Ohio will
come to Bowling Green on March 3 in the Falcons’ final home game of the season.

See GYM | Page 5

Softball wins three out of five
Falcons defeated Tennessee-Martin 2-0 to end weekend
By Brandon Shrider
Reporter

Travis Willhoite | THE BG NEWS

BG Hockey looks to attack in their 6-1 loss Friday night against the US National Team Development Program. Bryce Williamson scored the lone goal.

Falcons give poor effort against USNTDP Friday
By Corey Krupa
Reporter

On Friday night, the Bowling
Green hockey team lost to the U.S.
National Development Program
Team 6-1.
Senior
for ward
Br yce
Williamson scored the lone goal
for the Falcons, while Tomas Sholl
and Tommy Burke shared time in
net in the losing effort.
“There wasn’t much detail to
our game from the goaltender
out to start, and then the game
got out of hand,” BG head coach
Chris Bergeron said.

The Falcons held USNTDP
scoreless on the power play
throughout the night, killing all
six of their power play chances.
The Falcons however, went 0-for5 on the power play Friday night.
USNTDP also outshot the Falcons
by a 26-24 margin.
“It was a pretty poor effort. The
details were poor,” Bergeron said.
“We went into the game with a
poor mindset. That momentum began to snowball and we
couldn’t stop it.”
USNTDP scored the first three
goals of the game in the first
period. U.S. Development Team’s

Louie Belpedio scored the first
goal 4:59 into the game, followed
by Alex Tuch at 16:06 and Anders
Bjork at the 17:03 mark in the first
period.
“They’ve got a high level of
skill,” Bergeron said. “If we were
able to make it a game that we
want to play, that we’re pretty
good at when we’re playing it,
it would have made it a game,
regardless of what the result
would have been. We didn’t give
ourselves a chance from the goaltenders out.”

See HOCKEY | Page 5

As the Falcons finish up their third
tournament of the season, they will
be returning to Bowling Green with
their first winning record having
won three of five over the weekend.
BG was able to start the weekend
off on a high note with a victory over
Northern Colorado.
The 3-hit efforts by both senior
Erika Stratton and freshman Chelsea
Raker were more than enough for
pitcher Braiden Dillow as she earned
her second win of the season.
The morning effort by the Falcons
did not carry over to the evening,
as BG was shut out against the host
school, Ole Miss, while leaving eight
runners on base. Unfortunately for
the Falcons, the two runs against
them were scored due to their lone
error of the game ultimately costing
them the win.
After a 24-hour layoff, Bowling
Green returned to action Saturday
night against St. Louis.
The game, however, lasted only
five innings. Again leaving seven on
base, the Falcons failed to capitalize
on their many opportunities.
Each of the three pitchers to take
the circle for the Falcons had trouble
locating the strike zone, which led
to the eleven runs on just ten hits
as Dillow, Katie Turski and starter
Jamie Kertes combined for five free
walks for the game.
The women were able to rebound
nicely against fellow Mid-American

Conference school Buffalo with a
4-2 victory on the backend of the
Saturday doubleheader.
Pitchers Dillow and Kertes were
able to overcome two errors and
allowed just one free pass and one
earned run over seven innings.
The offense decided to spread
the wealth, collecting hits from
five different Falcons including
Stratton, Katie Yoho, and freshmen
Chelsea Raker, Trista Mokienko
and Sami Parave.
This win served Buffalo their first
conference loss and propelled the
Falcons into first place within the
conference despite a 4-8-1 record for
the season.
The softball team closed out the
weekend with a morning rematch
against Tennessee-Martin, this time
coming out victorious with their first
shutout of the year.
The 2-0 victory came on the
strong arms of Dillow and Kertes as
Jamie Kertes secures her first win of
the season. Senior outfielder Katie
Yoho provided the Falcons with two
of their four hits while knocking in
both runs for the game.
Coach Shannon Salsburg had
stated before the tournament that
her ladies were very close to turning
the corner and after an impressive
showing this weekend, it appears
the Falcons have done just that.
The softball team will look to
carry this weekend’s success over
into the UCF Knights Spring Fling in
two weeks.

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“My tap shoes
because I’ve
been dancing
for 18 years and
it’s a big part of
my life.”

“

What’s your favorite pair of shoes? Why?

“I like Jordans,
Retro 3’s Retro
12’s because of
the style.”

ABBY FISHER
Junior,
Inclusive Early Childhood Education

MARIO BYNUM
Freshman,
Pre Med

4

“The pair I’m
wearing now
because I’ve
had them for a
year and they’re
still shiny”

KATRINA GLICK
Junior,
Apparel Merchandise & Product Development

“Sperrys. They
go well with any
outfit, they’re
comfortable and
they’re good for
business casual.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

DREW HOSLER
Freshman,
Marketing & Supply Chain Management

Alternative spring break offers chance to volunteer
Abigail kruse
COLUMNIST

MAN,

THAT REALLY

”

blares MY

MUSIC

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
Falcon Screech is a special addition to
MONDAY’s Forum section. Submit your 100-word
rant anonymously at bgnews.com or you can
tweet your screeches AT @falconscreech or
WITH #falconscreech.

I appreciate the fact that you come and clean up our
nasty bathroom daily, but there comes a time when the
cleaning time really disrupts my day— I’ve been waiting
for an hour and a half to go the bathroom and brush my
teeth before I go to work.
-I’M GOING TO BE LATE TODAY
Was it really necessary to get that worked up over
nacho cheese? You didn’t have to throw a temper
tantrum— we run out of stuff on occasion.
#YOURINNERCHILDISSHOWING
I know I don’t spend much time socializing in my residence hall because of work and class, but that doesn’t
mean I don’t know faces when I’m using the bathroom.
You don’t belong on my floor.
-DEBATING CALLING THE FRONT DESK
Spring break is coming up. But it’s not coming up soon
enough.
#IWANTTOGOHOME
I worked nine hours for you yesterday. I’m not picking
up another shift for you today.
-I HAVE OTHER THINGS TO DO TODAY
My roommates are playing loud music at 1:30 in the
morning, so I go downstairs to ask them to turn it down
and no one’s there. Being drunk doesn’t excuse being
rude.
#TRYINGTOSLEEP
I’m hungry, tired and not in a good mood. Don’t push
me too much.
-YOU’RE ASKING FOR TOO MUCH
I don’t even know what to think about this weather.
#ITWASWARMATSOMEPOINT

THE BG NEWS
DANAE KING, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 | Phone: (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http:// www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

As the semester gets cooking and this miserable
weather drags on, many students’ minds turn to spring,
or spring break at least.
I can’t help but feel a twinge
of jealousy when I hear my
friends making plans to fly
to Florida or California, considering that my own modest
plans involve soaking up the
bleak gray skies of southwest
Ohio, and breaking the hearts
of kids and their parents alike
at McDonald’s when I tell
them from my register the
PlayPlace is closed.

On the plus side, though,
I don’t have to face this
weather after being in glorious sunny weather.
Some students are spending their week off volunteering to help those in need on
an alternative spring break.
An alternative spring
break is just what it sounds
like: another option for that
all-too-brief week besides
the stereotypical boozy
beaching in Florida [not
that there’s anything wrong
with that].
Several organizations
around campus sponsor
trips during spring break.
The Office of Campus
Activities and the Office of
Service-Learning are just
two on-campus organizations that students can

pick from.
That does not include
various religious groups
that also send students on
trips.
One such organization is
St. Thomas More.
This year, the parish is sending students to
two different locations:
Immokalee,
Fla.
and
Cincinnati, Ohio.
I have not gone on a trip
like this myself, but many
of my friends have and
come back with very positive reviews.
They have fond memories of helping to build and
paint homes, interacting
with the locals and, yes,
spending some time on the
beach.
Volunteer ing
is
a

healthy habit.
It feels good to be a positive influence in someone’s
life. If this weather has you
in a slump, try helping out
others.
It might be too late to
sign up for one of this
year’s trips, but why not
make a difference right
where you are, even if
you are just heading back
home for the week?
Give your time at a soup
kitchen, volunteer at a local
humane society or visit at a
nursing home.
Keep alternative spring
breaks in mind next year.

Respond to Abigail at
thenews@bgnews.com

Tools avaliable for old novels Old campus offers charm
CASSIE SULLIVAN
FORUM EDITOR

Recently, I started reading
“Pride and Prejudice” by
Jane Austen.
I’m a fan of classic literature through and through,
but there are times I struggle to understand what is
being said. That’s when I
rely on researching to make
sure I’m grasping what the
book’s meaning is.
Usually, I use sites that
come up when I search the
book. This usually means
things like SparkNotes and
Wikipedia. Sometimes, I’ll
go through these sites and
make sure I understand
what’s going on.
Then, there’s something
that makes “Pride and
Prejudice” stand out.
“The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries” is a modern
adaptation of “Pride and
Prejudice.” This series has
been adapted in order to
fit modern times in many
different ways— from
what roles the Bennet sisters have in their story.
Elizabeth, the main character of the novel, is a communications graduate student who still lives at home
with her parents and two
sisters, Jane and Lydia.
The new adaptation also
has diversified the cast
some by expanding the
ethnicities portrayed, along
with the roles of the women
in the story, like Lizzie
being a graduate student
and her older sister, Jane,
being a fashion designer.
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But what makes this
adaptation stand out even
more compared to other
adaptations is that it’s in
the form of vlogs.
Vlogs or vlogging is video
blogs and video blogging.
Vlogs can be uploaded to
YouTube for viewers to
watch regularly. Vlogs are
also accompanied by links
that are related to the videos, along with text.
In three- to four-minute
videos, Lizzie Bennet talks
about what is going on her
life, which is the main plot
from “Pride and Prejudice,”
along with the sideplots of
her friends and family.
The videos follow along
well with the book, if
you’re both binge watching and reading. It doesn’t
take much to get caught up
in either.
It’s not like watching a
novel being turned into a
movie, where parts of the
book are either taken out
completely or altered to the
point where it’s not an actual part of the novel. It’s like
reading the book, but with a
modern twist to it.
With other mediums like
this that follow the book
well, don’t hesitate to read
a classic novel. Not understanding a novel shouldn’t
happen when we have the
ability to get the tools to
understand online. It’s even
better when it’s something
as good as a novel turned
into 100 three-minute-long
vlogs. Do a little research,
see what you can find
online. It’s pretty worth it.

Respond to Cassie at
thenews@bgnews.com

ALYSSA BENES
ASSISTANT PHOTO
EDITOR

I grew up in a house that was
built in 1865, in the village of
Romeo, Michigan.
The majority of the houses
in the area were built around
the same time, so I fell in
love with Victorian homes at
a young age just from being
around them.
My family moved out of
that house and town to be
closer to my dad’s job, which
really upset me. We moved to
a bigger city that was much
more modern.
Something I loved so much
had disappeared from my life.
The University was the first
college that I visited when I
started looking at colleges.
Not only did the town
draw me in with a really nice
downtown area, but I was also
drawn to the old houses in the
area because it reminded me
so much of where I grew up.
And then I stepped
onto old campus and was
instantly in love.
It is by far my favorite part of
campus because of the older
buildings and the more traditional feel. My freshman year,
my major was still undecided,
so I was taking classes in different areas and my advisor
was in the Pre-Major Advising
office in University Hall.
The first time I met with
my advisor over there, I was
so excited that I had a reason to go into the building. I
was instantly amazed by the
marble and woodwork. It was
one of the most beautiful interiors of a college building I had

ever seen.
As I was trying to decide on
a major, I was taking classes in
different areas that interested
me. Two of these were interior
design and architecture.
The spring semester of my
freshman year, I took an architecture class. I was beyond
stoked that I had that class in
Moseley Hall. The classroom
was on the fourth floor and
had original hardwood floors.
I looked forward to that class
every day because both the
subject interested me, as well
as the environment.
However, I really don’t like
what the University plans
on doing with buildings like
Hanna Hall, University Hall
and Moseley Hall. These
buildings are scheduled to be
altered in some way.
I can understand if the
electrical or plumbing need
to be updated or if air conditioning needs to be added
or even if hardwood floors
need to be refinished. That’s
totally OK with me, but it
seems to me that what the
University is planning to
do is more than just that,
though I could be wrong.
I don’t like the thought of
potentially modernizing these
buildings.
The older buildings on campus and the character they
have is part of what makes
me feel at home on campus. I
know I can’t be the only person
that feels this way.
Historic buildings give us a
view into a past time, and it
would be a shame to take away
so much character and beauty
that this campus has to offer.

Respond to Alyssa at
thenews@bgnews.com
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SPencer Parker throws down a dunk on a fast break in their game against Toledo this past Thursday. The Falcons lost that game 60-58 in front of a record crowd.

Richaun Holmes sets school record in loss
By Cameron Teague
Robinson
Sports Editor

Five games in a row the final
result of the men’s basketball team came down to
one shot and, for the fourth
time, the Falcons were not
able to leave the arena with
the win.
The Falcons were down
two points to the Miami
University Redhawks when
Jehvon Clarke missed a
three-point shot from the
top of the key. Miami went
down to make one of two
free throws.
Following that free throw,
Clarke missed a half-court
shot and the Falcons would
lose the game 55-52 to drop
their record to 11-16 and
5-9 in the Mid-American

HOCKEY
From Page 3
BG broke the shutout
3:22 into the second period with Williamson’s goal,
which made the score 3-1.
Williamson received a pass
across the slot in the left
circle and took a wrist shot
towards a screen in front
of the net. The puck went
underneath U.S. goalie’s
Blake Weyrick’s right arm
and into the back of the net
for the Falcons’ only goal of
the game.
BG was held scoreless
for the remainder of the
night, giving the USNTDP
the 6-1 victory in the

Conference.
“We gave ourselves a
chance but we didn’t get the
basket,” head coach Louis
Orr said.
Junior Richaun Holmes
recorded his 75 block of the
season breaking his previous school season record of
73 blocks.
Spencer Parker led the
Falcons with 18 points in
the game, while no other
players scored in double
digits. Cameron Black finished the game with nine
points and 10 rebounds in
the game.
“I thought Spencer was
aggressive,” Orr said. “He
was able to attack and get
some baskets and Cam was
able to make some plays in
the low post. It was mainly
the turnovers.”

exhibition match.
“Our goaltenders have
struggled,” Bergeron said.
“We’re looking for answers
there in terms of somebody
stepping up and getting the
job done, but that doesn’t
get anybody off the hook.
There has to be way more
detail and purpose to what
we’re doing.”
The Falcons will be back
in WCHA action this Friday
and Saturday night against
the Northern Michigan
Wildcats in Marquette,
Mich. The weekend conference series will be the
final regular season road
trip for BG. The puck is
set to drop at 7:07 p.m. on
both nights.

The Falcons have proven
to be a second-half team all
year, and once again they
looked like the better team
in the second half as they
outscored the Redhawks
by seven points. After committing 10 turnovers in the
first half they took care of
the ball better in the second half by only turning it
over three times in the final
20 minutes.
“We cut our turnovers
down in the second half
which was a plus,” Orr said.
“We tried to play off some
movement, we ended up
taking a tough shot.”
Along with only turning the ball over three
times in the second half,
defensively they held the
Redhawks to only three
field goals throughout the

GYM
From Page 3
meet best 9.875, every other
Falcon posted a 9.650 or
higher on the apparatus.
Gina Locigno also won the
all-around competition backto-back meets.
“Gina has been looking good in practice,” said
Turner. “I am a big believer
that if you practice well you
will be more confident at
your competitions and she
has really worked hard this
week to make sure all those
little details are there.”
BG will now turn to next
week as they start a threemeet road trip to end the reg-

second half.
“I thought our defense in
the second half was better,”
Orr said. “They scored a lot
of their points at the free
throw line.”
The Falcons are only a 62
percent from the free throw
line as a team; they shot 36
percent from the free throw
line in this game and only
got to the line 11 times.
They will host Kent State
University on Feb. 26 at 7
p.m. in a rematch of a game
that Kent won on a game
winner in the M.A.C. Center
on Feb. 12.
The Falcons are currently
listed as the 10 seed for the
MAC Tournament and last
in the MAC East Division.
The MAC Tournament is set
to begin on March 10 at the
higher seed’s home court.

Free Gas
Free Basic Cable
Free Shuttle
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Birchwood 650 6th St.
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Falcons F L O C K

Free Heat
Free Internet
Free Water/Sewer
Trash Pick Up

Where Comfort & Convenience
is our Main Priority

ular season, starting off with
Texas Women’s Pioneers and
then the meet the following
weekend against Kent State
to help determine the regular
season MAC title.
“We have got a meet outside
the MAC at Texas Women’s
and that will really be a good
opportunity to really build
on scores,” Turner said. “It is
very hard to win at Kent, they
are a great program … but
there is no doubt we have the
team to do it. We just got to
put it all together that night
and not make any mistakes,”
said Turner.
The Falcons will have
over a week to prepare for
the Pioneers and look to get
another win under their belt.

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

Find a Place to Call Home

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Check Us Out
On Facebook!
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HABITAT
From Page 1
to go to, a place where I can feel
safe and laugh,” Balster said.
“Having the opportunity to
help a family in need and give
them a permanent home, too,
is really rewarding.”
As a volunteer, there is
always something that can be
done, not just with this project,
but year round, she said.
There are a variety of ways
students can get involved to
assist with the project and
organization. Build Chair
Clinton Dowell said contacting
Wood County’s Habitat office
or a student on the executive
board on-campus are two
main ways to get more information, but going to meetings
is by far the most helpful.
The organization is hosting Habitat Night at Trinity
United Methodist Church
Feb. 25 from 5-7 p.m. Dowell

MASTER
From Page 1
the College of Health and
Human Services, what we
plan on spending with infrastructure and landscape, it
will probably bring it to $250
million, maybe even more,”
he said.
The future buildings aren’t
the only buildings that affect
the total cost.
“When you add what has
been spent during the years
2008 to 2011, with the new
residence halls, dining centers, the Stroh Center and
the Wolfe Center, we probably would’ve spent about
half a billion dollars on the
campus,” Krakoff said.
One project in particular
that is being worked on is the
new Greek housing that is also
known as Greek Village.
Jill Carr, vice president of
Student Affairs, said that it
has been talked about for 25
years and this is the closest
it has ever been to actually
happening.
“We are in the process of
hiring architects and construction people for the demolition, and our goal is to have
Greek housing ready by the fall

WRIGHT
From Page 1
would like to do was work at
the University,” Wright said.
Wright said his role eventually morphed into what it is
today: recruiting, retaining
and connecting to move the
University as a whole forward.
Now in the ninth year of the
recruiting cycle, Wright said his
success stories are legendary.
“I can talk about graduate
after graduate who succeeded,” Wright said.
Wright said he would not be
able to do what he does successfully without the help of
a team.
Deanna Vatan Woodhouse,
director of the Office of the
Division of Student Affairs,
said Wright’s positive energy
and love for the University are
contagious.
“When you work with him,
you feel like you’re doing the

said the event is a large general meeting and is open to
the public.
“[Habitat Night] is an opportunity [for] the board members and volunteers to meet
and review their goals and the
progress they’ve made so far,”
Balster said. “People who aren’t
sure if they want to volunteer or
get involved can come sit in on
committee talks and see what
we’re working on.”
In addition to discussing
their progress, Balster said
there will be activities based on
the organization and Pita Pit
will be sponsoring the event.
Kephart said Habitat Night
is a great opportunity to learn
more about projects and
decide if volunteering is something students or community
members want to do.
“We ask our volunteers to
have compassion first and
foremost to everyone,” she
said. “We want them to have
a genuine desire to help and

flexibility when it comes to different tasks they may have.”
The Wittenmeyer family was approved nearly a year
and a half ago through the
organization’s family selection
process.
Kephart said the process is
a hefty one and is based on
three things: need for housing,
inability to pay mortgage and
willingness to assist the organization in building.
She said families do pay a
mortgage; however, it is an
interest-free mortgage. In
addition to selecting a family
and fundraising for the build,
Kephart said there is a lot of
planning that has gone into
this project.
“We conduct site surveys
and put a lot of effort into making sure it is an energy efficient
build,” she said.
With the build beginning in
April, Kephart said she hopes
to have the family moved into
their new home by August.

of 2016,” Carr said.
Chris Bullins, associate
dean of students, is part of a
leadership team for planning
and implementing the new
Greek housing project.
Bullins said demolition
begins this upcoming summer and buildings will be constructed in 2015.
“The village will be located
along Wooster on the current
site where Conklin East and
West and old Fraternity Row is
now located,” he said.
Bullins said they are going
off of what current Greek life
students and alumni said
they wanted and what they
feel would benefit all students
involved.
“When we visited other
campuses that have built new
Greek housing within the last
10 years, they talked about a
correlation to the new project
and saw an increase in the
number of students that went
Greek,” Bullins said. “We’re
estimating the project could
cost approximately $30 million to build.”
Sophomore
Mackenzie
Bowen, who is the current
president of the Alpha Xi Delta
sorority, said she and her sisters are the last group living in
the house on campus.

“There are so many memories in the house with it being
70 years old. Seventy pledge
classes went through it, so it
definitely will be different,”
Bowen said. “But the houses
are very old, pipes and stuff
break all the time.”
Bowen said that they were
beginning to pack up things
and sell them in order to raise
money for the new houses.
With the Greek Village project underway, some people
fear that it may hurt recruitment, but Bowen doesn’t
agree.
“You’re joining the girls
for the experiences, our values, and what we stand for,
whether that’s in a house or
not,” Bowen said.
In coming years the
University will have a different,
more modernized look to it.
“I think it’s an exciting
time for [the University], I
think this is indicative of the
vision that is being provided
by the [University President
Mary Ellen Mazey] and the
[Board of Trustees], that they
are committed to seeing it get
implemented,” Krakoff said.
“I think the students at [the
University] will be the ultimate beneficiaries of this as
the years go by.”
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The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

1 Abel's older brother
2 Class for potential painters
3 Remainder
4 Residue in a smoker's tray
5 "You missed the deadline"
6 Pay attention to
7 Wheel-supporting shaft
8 Cold bagful for a party
9 Bout enders, briefly
10 Without footwear
11 "Star Wars" warrior
12 Neat as __
13 Big name in hotels
41 Partner of haw
and crackers
42 Baked treat often
18 Hiker's route
wrapped in fluted
23 Stretch out
paper
24 Phone screening
44 Gizmo
service
45 Brewer's kiln
25 Underwater
48 Greenish-blue
experiment site
49 Balkan native
26 Tiny Dickens boy
50 Drooling toon dog
27 Pier
28 Do-it-yourselfer's book 51 Red root
vegetable
genre
52 Lubricates
29 Indigenous Alaskans
53 Bloke
30 Grand Roman home
31 Judd of country music 54 Ice fishing access
55 List-shortening
32 "Snowy" heron
abbr.
33 Fighter's org.
58 Suffix with
36 Salt, on the Seine
Wyoming
59 Old videotape
38 90-degree pipe piece
1 Gem weight unit
type
6 Three-line Japanese poem 39 Clinton's vice president
60 Fenway team,
40 Johnson of "Laugh-In"
11 Container for Peter Pan
for short
41 Island dance
14 "You __ busted!"
42 Beast with one hump or two
15 Past prisoner, for short
16 Prefix for a lifesaving "Pen" 43 "Why worry?"
46 Pet food brand with a
17 "Why bother?"
ProActive Health variety
19 Bit of Morse code
47 Chimpanzee, e.g.
20 Trivial gripe
48 Equally strange
21 Stow cargo
51 Northwestern pear
22 "57 Varieties" brand
53 Revolutionary Guevara
24 Purr former
56 Logician's proof ending
25 Plane for a small airstrip,
57 "Why not?"
briefly
61 Spoon-bending Geller
27 "Why me?"
62 Musical Merman
33 Entire
63 Eucalyptus-eating marsupial
34 Neeson of
64 Civil War prez
"Schindler's List"
65 Students' hurdles
35 Carps at
66 Kick out
37 Blubber

High speed dsl
$29.95/month

Computer Repairs

Virus Protection & Removal
Spyware Removal
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419-372-0328
The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
®
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as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected
status.
®

Campus Events
Summer Job Fair
Wednesday, March 4th
11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

Special Notices

Eff, 1 & 2 BRs, Houses avail
May/Aug. For more info call
419-354-9740 or email:
glrentals77@gmail.com

Monday nights:
EUCHRE at Grumpy Daves Pub,
$10 per team to play. 100% pay
out to 1st and 2nd place teams
(60/40). The fun starts at 8pm!

#164

Furn. room, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $250/mo
Tuesday nights get your laugh
R E C T O R Y
w/ $100 dep. Call 419-354-6117. D I on
at Grumpy Daves Pub!
Pro-Am Comedy night
BG Apts - 818/822 2nd St.
9pm-11pm. $2 cover for 2 hours
2BR apts avail May or August,
laughs. The stage and micro$500-$510 + utils, 12 mo lease. D of
I R opens
E C for
T OyouRto Yshow your
phone
www.BGApartments.com
stuff
at
11pm.
(Time allotted
419-352-8917
based upon number of sign ups)!
Now leasing 2014-2015 SY,
220 Napoleon Rd - 1BR,
$400-$415 + elec.
815/803 Eighth St -2BR,
$500-$515 + gas & elec.
130 E Washington -1BR, 2BR &
1BR w/ study- $410-660 +all utils.
Call 419-354-6036.

#164

Voted

Voted

Help Wanted

®

right thing by being at [the
University]— but you also feel
like there is so much more that
we could be doing,” she said.
She said Wright’s genuine
attitude is “captivating” for
students.
“He is part of their
[University]
experience
before they even come to the
University,” Woodhouse said.
“He is not just trying to sell
you something; he is trying
to tell you how amazing [the
University] can be for any one
individual.”
Andy Alt, director of New
Student Orientation and First
Year Programs, said Wright’s
genuine personality allows
him to connect with all different types of people.
“One of the things that really
impresses me about Van is his
ability to connect with anyone
of any age,” Alt said. “Not even
just age, it’s race and ethnicity
and I think it’s because he is
an incredibly genuine person.”
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EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

YOU THINK THIS IS COLD?

May 2014 - 12 month lease:
837 Third St - 3BR - $825/mo.
August 2014 - 12 month lease:
322 E. Court - 1BR - $440/mo.
525 Manville - 2BR - $700/mo.
605 Fifth St - 3BR - $660/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
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$200 OFF
First Month!

CALL FOR DETAILS
` Near BGSU
` Private patio/entrance
` Extra storage
` Pets welcome
` Short-term leases available

Check out our

419-352-7691 EHO

www.ivywoodapts.com
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CABLE

SMOKE FREE BUILDINGS

SHUTTLE

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

WATER

24-HR MAINTENANCE

419-806-4855

473 S. Summit St.
Bowling Green, OH

summit@gerdenich.com
www.summitterracebg.com

